SPECIAL GUEST DRIVING DIRECTIONS

THESE DIRECTIONS ARE ONLY FOR GUEST THAT HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED TO PARK INSIDE SCHOOL GROUNDS

DIRECTIONS TO SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING PARKING
1. From I-8, exit at College Avenue and head south.

2. ⬅ Turn right at Canyon Crest Drive.

3. ⬅ Turn left at stop sign
4. Slight left to continue on Aztec Center Drive.

5. Turn right and park on an empty parking space (PS-103). Be sure to show all of your parking permits on the windshield of your vehicle.

WALKING DIRECTIONS TO THE ZAHN CENTER

6. Exit the parking area and continue walking on Aztec Center Drive.

7. Turn right at the following intersection in front of Geology Mathematics and Computer Science building.
8  Walk straight towards the Zahn Center.

9  Turn right and enter the Industrial Technology build. Zahn Center IT-100.

Please contact Omar Miyazaki or Cathy Pucher if you have any specific parking needs.

Omar Miyazaki: (619) 719-3504 omar.miyazaki@gmail.com
Cathy Pucher: (619) 952-9055 cpucher@mail.sdsu.edu
Engineering Deans Office: (619) 594-6061 agibson2@mail.sdsu.edu